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4. Results 

There is no obvious standard of comparison for our ten modeis. 
They are not nested, they do not have the same dependent variable 

and their stochastic properties differ. Owing to the fact that they 

are not nested there is no formal test for discriminating between 

them. A comparison of sample-period evidence has to based on 

descriptive goodness of fit statistics. This comparison could be 

made for expenditure shares, expenditure leveis, volumes or rela
tive changes in volume. The resu1ts reported beloware based exc1u

sively on comparisons of expenditure shares. The statistics used 
are information inaccuracies and coefficients of deterw~nation. 

In addition to sample-period fit, the predictive performance for 

1971 and 1972 is evaluated by using the same statistics. As a 

third criterion for discrimination between the ten models the . 
estimated elasticities are evaluated against prior conceptions 

about their sign and size. For both levels of aggregation paral

lel results are presented, and this section concludes with some 

results of the aggregation effects. 

Before turning to these results, however, we may report that 

our results for the translog model permit the same test of the 

theory of demand as in Christensen, Jorgenson & Lau [1975J. Con

trary to the conclusion reached in their study, we connot reject, 

on a 4 commodi~y level, the composite hypothesis that the SMj 
parameters in (lOb) take the same values in each equation and that 

symmetry according to (IDc) is maintained (Xdf=6 = 7.818 while the 
5% critical value is 12.6)4) 

4;1 Goodness of fit 

The first column in Tables l and 2 give average information in

accuracies for each model for the whole sample period. The second 

column shows the same statistic, but corrected for degrees of free

dom (see Theil [1971J p 649). The third column shows standard de

viations for yearly information inaccuracies. 

4) The sample period is too short to give the same test me aning 
on the eight commodity aggregation.level. 
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Table 2 Average information inaccuracies; 8 ccmnodi ty grouping 

,50-70 

2 

AUto-vl l 

l l 

l 985 4 3 

l 291 l l 

LESH-w l l l 

LES-w l l l 8 l 5 

l 573 l 

l 

2 .. 

L 
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3 AVler~:tqe information inaccuracies 

4 conm:Xll grouping 

A B C D 

77 124 

Auto"""W 94 140 

72 113 42 91* 
84 65 

52 67 

LESH"""W 64 

LES"""W 166 142 

24 122 

114 

ITRL-W 63 134 

* See note to 4. 
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Table 4 Average infoxrration inaccuracies 

8 COIl:t't'tOdi ty grouping 

M::lde1 

168 140 

Auto-w 50 67 130 

CEIlS-lnq 80 89 

CEIlS~lnw la 8 28 65 9 

LFSH-pq 18 162 129 

LESH-w 46 109 140 

LES-w 98 316 73 369 

m-w*n:r 25 64 

'* RDI-wDq 15 56 127 

ITFL-w,S"2 73 113 
cn 52 J .... 

inaccuraC\.l measures for Restaurant Meals 

rnode1s are rot the same for both levels of aggregation, ...,,;:;\ .... ""~""'e 

expendi ture have not beeri standardized by the same factor • 
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of determination 

Comnodity 

C 

0.3800 o. 
O 0.8500 

o. o. 
0.5739 o. 
0.6650 0.9179 

o. O. 
o. 0.9184 

O. 
0.4382 O. 
0.3269 0.9213 

2; i:;:: 
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3 4 5 

• 383 0.551 o . o. 
Auto-w o. .765 o. 

o. 
o. 0.904 O. 

O. 0.926 o. 
O. .594 o. 

LES-w O. 
o. 
o. 0.936 0.802 
o. .765 
O .989 

l 
shares do not. stftft 
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